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BORN-FORM APPROXIMATION FORe+e� !W+W� ! 4 FERMIONS (+)� ��Masaaki KurodaDepartment of Physis, Meiji-Gakuin UniversityYokohama 244, Japanand Dieter ShildknehtDepartment of Physis, University of BielefeldUniversitätsstraÿe 25, D-33615 Bielefeld(Reeived Otober 21, 1999)We review the results on representing the di�erential ross setion forW -pair prodution, inluding W deay and hard-photon bremsstrahlung,in terms of a Born-form approximation of fairly simple analyti form.PACS numbers: 13.10.+g, 14.70.Fm1. IntrodutionThis morning we heard a talk by Jak Gunion [1℄ on the potential of a�+�� ollider as well as a talk by Marek Jezabek [2℄ on top-antitop pro-dution in e+e� annihilation. My present talk will be onerned with e+e�annihilation into W pairs, thus taking up again the subjet matter of KarolKolodziej's [3℄ talk on the �rst day of this meeting. After a few remarks onW -pair prodution at LEP energies, based on work [4℄ in ollaboration withMasaaki Kuroda and Ingolf Kuss, I will turn to the energy range of futuree+e� (or �+��) olliders. I will present a high-energy-Born-form approxi-mation (HEBFA) for the reation e+e� !W+W� ! 4fermions +  at oneloop. The results to be represented are based on work in ollaboration withMasaaki Kuroda and Y. Kurihara [5℄.� Presented by D. Shildkneht at the XXIII International Shool of Theoretial Physis�Reent Developments in Theory of Fundamental Interations�, Ustro«, Poland,September 15�22, 1999.�� Supported by the Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forshung, No. 05HT9PBA2,Bonn, Germany. (3325)



3326 M. Kuroda, D. Shildkneht2. The Born approximationThe Born approximation for the reation e+e� !W+W�, based on thewell-known s-hannel, (; Z0)-exhange and t-hannel, �-exhange diagramsmay be written as (e.g. [4℄)MBorn(�; �+; ��; s; t) = g2W� 12Æ��MI + e2MQ ; (1)where the dependene on energy and momentum transfer squared, s and t,and on twie the eletron and the W� heliities, � = �1 and �� = 0;�1,is ontained in the basi matrix elements MI and MQ. The alulationof the ross setion for e+e� ! W+W� in (1) requires the spei�ationof an appropriate energy sale at whih the SU(2) oupling, gW� and theeletromagneti oupling, e are to be de�ned. For W -pair prodution atLEP2 energies of 2MW� <� ps <� 200 GeV, it is natural to hose a high-energy sale, suh as ps, or, with su�ient auray, MW ' MZ insteadof ps. Aordingly, we have� e24���1 = ��1(M2Z) = 128:89 � 0:09 (2)for the eletromagneti oupling, while g2W�(M2W ) is obtained [4℄ from theleptoni width of the W�g2W� �M2W�� = 48� �WeMW� : (3)With the W� width not being known experimentally with su�ient au-ray, the theoretial one-loop expression for the leptoni W width in termsof the well-measured Fermi oupling, G�, from �� deay�We = G�M3W6p2�(1 + �ySC) (4)is to be inserted in (3) to yield [6℄g2W� �M2W�� = 4p2G�M2W�1 +�ySC : (5)The one-loop orretion, �ySC, where SC stands for the hange of salebetween �-deay and W -deay, amounts to [4℄�ySC = �ySCferm +�ySCbos= (�7:79 + 11:1) � 10�3 = 3:3� 10�3 : (6)The numerial value is pratially independent of the Higgs-boson mass.As indiated in (6), there is a signi�ant anellation between bosoni andfermioni orretions operative in �ySC.



Born-Form Approximation for e+e� !W+W� ! 4Fermions (+) 33273. The improved Born approximation at LEP2Supplementing the Born approximation (1), with the oupling onstantsfrom (2) and (5), by a Coulomb orretion and by Initial-State Radiation(ISR) in soft-photon approximation [7,8℄, the improved Born approximationfor LEP2 energies takes the form [4℄� d�d
�IBA = �64�2s �����2p2G�M2W1 +�ySC M�I Æ�� + 4��(M2Z)M�Q�����2+� d�d
�Coul (1� �2)2 +� d�d
�ISR : (7)A detailed numerial omparison between the full one-loop results and theresults from the simple representation (7) was arried out in Ref. [8℄ (withoutthe orretion �ySC) and in Ref. [4℄ (taking into aount �ySC). The resultsare presented in Table I.The Table shows the perentage deviation of the IBA (7) from thefull-one-loop results for �ySC = 0, denoted by �IBA, and upon inluding�ySC 6= 0, denoted by �IBA + Æ�IBA. Upon inluding the orretion dueto �ySC from (6), the deviations of the improved Born approximation fromthe full one-loop results are less than 1 % in the full angular range of theprodution angle between 10 degrees and 170 degrees.We note that the e�et of �ySC on the ross setion an be easily esti-mated. The ross setion (7) being dominated by the part proportional toMI , upon negleting MQ in (7), one obtainsÆ�IBA ' �2�ySC = �0:66%: (8)This value approximately oinides with the (prodution-angle dependent)results in Table I.We �nally omment on the signi�ane of the appropriate hoie of thehigh-energy sale in the weak oupling, g�W (M2W ), with respet to reent one-loop alulations [9℄ whih inorporate the deay of theW� into 4 fermions ina gauge-invariant formulation. These alulations take into aount fermion-loops only. While interesting as a �rst step towards a full one-loop evalua-tion of e+e� ! 4 fermions, the numerial results of a alulation inludingfermion loops only an easily be estimated within the present frameworkof stable W� to enlarge the ross setion appreiably. In fat, taking intoaount fermion loops only, the estimate (8) hanges sign and beomesÆ�IBAjferm ' �2�ySCfermjmt=180GeV ' +1:56% ; (9)



3328 M. Kuroda, D. Shildkneht TABLE IThe Table shows the quality of the Improved Born Approximation (IBA) for thetotal (de�ned by integrating over 100<� #<� 1700) and the di�erential ross setion(for W�-prodution angles # of 100; 900 and 1700) for e+e� !W+W� at variousenergies for unpolarized and left-handed eletrons. The �nal perentage deviation,�IBA + Æ�IBA, of the IBA from the full one-loop result is obtained by addingthe orretion Æ�IBA resulting from using the appropriate high energy sale in theSU(2) oupling, to the perentage deviation, �IBA, based on using the low-energysale in the SU(2) oupling, i.e. �ySC = 0. (From [4℄).angle unpolarized left-handed�IBA Æ�IBA �IBA + Æ�IBA �IBA Æ�IBA �IBA + Æ�IBAps = 161 GeVtotal 1.45 -0.72 0.73 1.45 -0.72 0.7310 1.63 -0.73 0.90 1.63 -0.73 0.9090 1.44 -0.72 0.72 1.44 -0.72 0.72170 1.26 -0.70 0.56 1.26 -0.70 0.56ps = 165GeVtotal 1.27 -0.71 0.56 1.28 -0.71 0.5710 1.67 -0.74 0.93 1.67 -0.74 0.9390 1.17 -0.71 0.46 1.18 -0.71 0.47170 0.75 -0.67 0.08 0.77 -0.67 0.10ps = 175 GeVtotal 1.26 -0.71 0.55 1.28 -0.71 0.5710 1.71 -0.75 0.96 1.71 -0.75 0.9690 1.03 -0.69 0.34 1.06 -0.70 0.36170 0.59 -0.62 -0.03 0.69 -0.63 0.06ps = 184GeVtotal 1.02 -0.70 0.32 1.06 -0.71 0.3510 1.57 -0.75 0.82 1.57 -0.75 0.8290 0.67 -0.68 -0.01 0.72 -0.69 0.03170 0.10 -0.58 -0.48 0.32 -0.64 -0.32ps = 190GeVtotal 1.24 -0.70 0.54 1.28 -0.71 0.5710 1.67 -0.74 0.93 1.67 -0.75 0.9290 0.95 -0.68 0.27 1.01 -0.69 0.32170 0.58 -0.57 0.01 0.83 -0.59 0.24ps = 205GeVtotal 1.60 -0.70 0.90 1.65 -0.71 0.9410 1.77 -0.74 1.03 1.77 -0.74 1.0390 1.55 -0.66 0.89 1.64 -0.68 0.96170 1.61 -0.53 1.08 1.94 -0.56 1.38



Born-Form Approximation for e+e� !W+W� ! 4Fermions (+) 3329and the total deviation from the full one-loop results (using �IBA ' 1:2%from Table I) rises to values of�IBA + Æ�IBAjferm �= 2:8%: (10)Aordingly, results from fermion-loop alulations inluding the deay ofthe W� are expeted to overestimate the ross setion by almost 3 % rela-tive to the (so far unknown) outome of a omplete alulation of e+e� ! 4fermions inluding bosoni loops as well. It is gratifying, that a simple pro-edure immediately suggests itself for improving the large disrepany (10).One simply has to approximate the bosoni loop orretions by using thesubstitution G� ! G�=(1 + �ySCbos) (11)with �ySCbos = 11:1 � 10�3 in the four-fermion prodution amplitudes. Sub-stitution (11) pratially amounts to using gW�(M2W ) in four-fermion pro-dution as well. With substitution (11), it is indeed to be expeted thatthe deviation of four-fermion prodution in the fermion-loop sheme will bediminished from the above estimated value of ' 2:8% to a value below 1 %.4. The High-Energy-Born-Form Approximation (HEBFA) fore+e� !W+W� at one loopI turn to W -pair prodution in the high-energy region to be explored bya future e+e� linear ollider or by a �+�� ollider. The subsequent HEBFAwill turn out to be valid at enter-of-mass energies above a lower limit ofapproximately 400 GeV.Inluding one-loop orretions [10, 11℄, the heliity amplitudes for e+e�annihilation into W -pairs may be represented in terms of twelve invariantamplitudesH(�; �; ��) = S(�)I (s; t)MI(�; �; ��) + S(�)Q (s; t)MQ(�; �; ��)+ Xi=2;3;4;6Y (�)i (s; t)Mi(�; �; ��): (12)The struture of the eletroweak theory, its renormalizability in partiular,restrits (renormalized) ultraviolet and infrared divergenes to only a�et theinvariant amplitudes, S(�)I and S(�)Q , multiplying the basi matrix elementsthat are also present in the Born approximation. Aordingly, it is sugges-tive to approximate [7, 12℄ the heliity amplitudes (12) in the high-energylimit by dropping all ontributions in (12) beyond the ones with a strutureidential to the Born approximation. As the bosoni matrix elements donot form an orthonormal vetor spae, this requirement does not uniquely



3330 M. Kuroda, D. Shildknehtdetermine S(�)I (s; t) and S(�)Q (s; t). Motivated by the neessary onditionof unitarity onstraints at high energies, a ertain hoie of the basi ma-trix elements was suggested and numerially explored in the early ninetiesin Refs. [7, 12℄. More reently it was shown [13℄ that a somewhat di�erenthoie of the basi matrix elements has the advantage of reproduing theamplitudes for prodution of longitudinal W bosons exatly in the HEBFA.As the prodution of longitudinal W bosons is dominant at high energies,this novel hoie is to be the preferred one.Moreover, while the previous analysis [7,12℄ of the validity of the HEBFAwas arried out purely numerially, in the more reent paper [13℄ simpleanalytial formulae for the invariant amplitudes S(�)I and S(�)Q in (12) werepresented. Upon inluding soft-photon radiation, the invariant amplitudesS(�)I and S(�)Q turn into [13℄Ŝ(I;Q) = S(I;Q)j��;mt + S(I;Q)(�E)jbrems + Sdom(I;Q) : (13)The �rst term in (13) ontains the running of the eletromagneti ouplingand the SU(2) breaking due to the top quark. The seond term is due to thesoft-photon bremsstrahlung, while the third one ontains the remaining non-universal loop orretions, in partiular all the bosoni loops, in high-energyapproximation.The analyti expressions for Sdom(I;Q) were extrated from Ref. [14℄, whereross setions for W -pair prodution for various heliities were dedued ina systemati high-energy expansion, without the attempt of onstruting aBorn-form approximation. Replaing subdominant terms (that �ll severalpages of formulae in Ref. [14℄) by onstants, the expressions dedued forSdomI;Q �t on less than two pages and are presented below:S(�)domI = �4�s2W "�1 + 22W + 84W42W �log sM2W �2+�4 + 2 su��log sM2W ��log st���s[s(1� 62W ) + 3t℄42W (t2 + u2) + s(1� 62W )22Wu ��log st�2� 3st2(t2 + u2) �log su�2 � 2su �log st��log su�+3(s4W + 34W )42W log sM2W � 1� 42W + 84W22W (log sM2W )(log 2W )+2(1� 22W )�log tu��log sM2Z�� 2s2W �log tu�2 � 8s2WSp��ut ��s[3s+ t+ 62W (s+ 3t)℄42W (t2 + u2) log st � (1� 62W )su42W (t2 + u2)#� 0:012 ; (14)
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S(�)domQ = �8�s2W "�3� 42W + 124W � 166W42W s2W �log sM2W �2+56� 972W + 764W � 366W62W s2W log sM2W�(1� 22W )2(1� 22W )2 + 122W s2W log 2W log sM2W+�4 + 21� 22Ws2W su� log sM2W log st+(1� 22W )32W s2W �log ut ��log sM2Z�� 21� 22Ws2W su �log st��log su��h1� 162W + 204W42W s2W su + 1� 22W42W s2W ss+ 3t� 62W st2 + u2 i �log st�2�� 142W s2W st + 1� 22W2s2W 3stt2 + u2��log su�2�4s2W �log ut �2�16s2WSp��ut �� 1� 22W42W s2W s3s+t+62W(s+3t)t2+u2 log st� (1� 22W )(1� 62W )42W s2W sut2 + u2 + 32 m2ts2WM2W log m2ts #+ 0:030 ; (15)S(+)domQ = �4�"�5s4W + 34W42W s2W �log sM2W �2 + 65s2W + 184W62W s2W log sM2W� (1� 2s2W )2 + 4s4W22W s2W log 2W log sM2W+21� 22W2W log ut log sM2Z + s22Wu �log st�2� s22W t �log su�2�2�log ut �2�8Sp��ut �+ 3m2t2s2WM2W log m2ts #+0:045 :(16)In Figs. 1 to 3, [13℄, for ps = 500 GeV and 2000 GeV, I show theinvariant amplitudes Ŝ(�)I and Ŝ(�)Q entering the HEBFA. The soft-photonut-o� is hosen as �E = 0:025ps. We note that over muh of the angularrange of the prodution angle the HEBFA yields a very good approximationof the full one-loop results. The quality of the approximation (obviously)improves with inreasing energy. In Figs. 1 to 3, we also indiate the resultsobtained for Ŝ(�)I and S(�)Q if only fermion loops and soft-photon radiation



3332 M. Kuroda, D. Shildknehtis taken into aount. The remarkably large di�erene between the resultswith only fermion loops and the full orretions is an important genuine e�etof eletroweak loop orretions. Its large magnitude is due to the squared(non-Abelian Sudakov) logs appearing in the expressions (14) to (16).

Fig. 1. The Born-form invariant amplitude Ŝ(�)l (s; t) as a funtion of the W -prodution angle, �, for ps = 2000 GeV and ps = 500 GeV in (i) the full one-loopevaluation inluding soft-photon bremsstrahlung (solid line), (ii) the fermion-loopapproximation inluding soft-photon bremsstrahlung (dashed line), (iii) the high-energy approximation based on (14) to (16) (dotted line), (iv) the Born approxi-mation (dash-dotted line).

Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for Ŝ(�)Q (s; t)
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 1, but for Ŝ(+)Q (s; t)We turn to the auray of the total ross setion, when evaluated inHEBFA. In Table II, we present the auray �(%) de�ned by�(%) = d�appr: � d�full one�loopd�Born : (17)TABLE IIThe total ross setion for W+W� pair prodution (obtained by integration overthe angular range of the prodution angle of 10Æ � # � 170Æ) at ps = 2000 GeVand ps = 500 GeV. The di�erent rows show the results when summing over theW+W� spins (�unpol.�) and the results for the various ases of polarization of theprodued W+ and W�. The �rst olumn shows the result of the HEBFA based on(13) to (16). The seond olumn gives the result of the Born-form approximationobtained by evaluating Ŝ(�)I and Ŝ(�)Q at one-loop level exatly. The third olumnshows the full one-loop result and the Born approximation.angle High-energy-Born-form Born-form full one-loop Bornapproximation approximation�(pb) �(%) �(pb) �(%) �(pb) �(pb)ps = 2000 GeV�unpol.� 1.461�10�1 +0.14 1.461�10�1 +0.16 1.457�10�1 2.758�10�1transv. 1.422�10�1 +0.19 1.423�10�1 +0.19 1.417�10�1 2.683�10�1longit. 3.526�10�3 �0.10 3.533�10�3 0.00 3.533�10�3 6.788�10�3mixed 2.912�10�4 �14.79 2.909�10�4 �14.83 3.833�10�4 6.229�10�4ps = 500 GeV�unpol.� 3.448 �0.42 3.462 �0.11 3.467 4.545transv. 3.260 �0.34 3.274 �0.01 3.274 4.294longit. 8.287�10�2 �0.33 8.323�10�2 0.00 8.323�10�2 1.091�10�1mixed 1.033�10�1 �3.19 1.034�10�1 �3.13 1.078�10�1 1.419�10�1



3334 M. Kuroda, D. ShildknehtTable II �rst of all shows the auray of the Born-form approximation, i.e.dropping all terms beyond the Born form in (12), but evaluating ŜI andŜ(�)Q at one loop exatly. Seondly, Table II shows the result of using theHEBFA for Ŝ(�)I and Ŝ(�)Q . We onlude that the auray of the HEBFA isexellent, exept for the ase of mixed polarizations of the W bosons, whihis strongly suppressed in magnitude, however. For a detailed disussion ofthe results for angular distributions, we refer to Ref. [13℄.5. HEBFA for e+e� !W+W� ! 4 fermions(+) at one loopIn a very reent paper [5℄, the HEBFA was supplemented by inluding thedeay of the W bosons and hard-photon radiation. Spei�ally, we lookedat the deay hannel e+e� ! W+(u �d)W�(�s)(+) ; (18)as well as the semileptoni hannele+e� !W+(u �d)W�(e��)(+) : (19)A two-step proedure was employed in Ref. [5℄. In a �rst step, we showedthat the bakground of four-fermion prodution not proeeding via two Wbosons an be suppressed by an appropriate ut,����qk2� �MW ���� � 5�W ; (20)on the invariant mass qk2� of the produed fermion pairs. In a tree-levelalulation, using GRACE [15℄, we ompared the prodution of four fermionsvia intermediate W bosons with the prodution proesse+e� ! u �d�s (21)based on the full set of all ontributing diagrams. While in general the in-trodution of Breit�Wigner denominators in the proess (21) leads to prob-lems of gauge invariane (e.g. [8℄), the ��xed-width sheme� employed for thebakground estimate �nds some justi�ation in a �omplex-mass sheme� [16℄and should be su�iently reliable. The results in Table III, [5℄, in partiu-lar a omparison of lines 5 and 8, show that the ut (20) on the invariantmasses of the fermion pairs removes the non-doubly-resonant bakgroundto the level of less than 0.3 %. The suppression of the bakground in thesemileptoni hannel is only slightly larger. The results on �, orresponding



Born-Form Approximation for e+e� !W+W� ! 4Fermions (+) 3335TABLE IIITree-level results in [pb℄ forW+W�-mediated four-fermion prodution (spei�allyfor the uds �nal state) ompared with four-fermion prodution inluding (non-doubly-resonant) bakground for di�erent phase-spae uts.Line ps 500 GeV 1 TeV 2 TeV1 �(e+e� !W+W�) 7.458 2.785 9:421� 10�1Zero width approximation2 � � BR(W+ ! ud) �BR(W� ! s) 8:289 � 10�1 3:094� 10�1 1:047� 10�1Breit�Wigner, full four-fermion phase spae3 �(e+e� !W+(! ud)W�(! s)) 8:291 � 10�1 3:097� 10�1 1:046� 10�14 �(e+e� ! uds) 8:466 � 10�1 3:248� 10�1 1:124� 10�15 Di�erene � in % 2.1 % 4.9% 7.5%Breit�Wigner, restrited phase spae, jqk2� �MW j<� 5�W6 �(e+e� !W+(! ud)W�(! s)) 7:264 � 10�1 2:713� 10�1 9:16� 10�27 �(e+e� ! uds) 7:275 � 10�1 2:717� 10�1 9:19� 10�28 Di�erene � in % 0.1 % 0.1 % 0.3 %to the last line in Table III, are given by 0.9 %, 0.4 % and 0.4 %, respetively.We turn to the seond step, the alulation of the ross setions for re-ations (18), (19) at one loop at ollider energies. Extensive alulationshave demonstrated [17,18℄ that non-fatorizable orretions to four-fermionprodution are small at high energies, as one might expet, and moreover,they vanish upon integration over the invariant masses of the fermion pairs.Aordingly, it is justi�ed to employ one-loopW -pair-prodution and -deayamplitudes, when evaluating reations (18) and (19) at one-loop level. More-over, non-doubly-resonant ontributions are suppressed by imposing the ut(20).In detail, the numerial results [5℄ to be presented are based on(i) one-loop on-shell W+W� prodution and deay amplitudes, based onthe full one-loop results from [19℄ as well as the HEBFA from [13℄,(ii) �xed-width Breit�Wigner denominators and the phase-spae ut (20),i.e. a double-pole approximation with respet to four-fermion produ-tion,(iii) inlusion of hard-photon emission generated by GRACE [15℄ and theMonte Carlo routine BASES [20℄,(iv) independene of the soft-photon ut-o� �E for 1GeV<�E < 10 GeV.



3336 M. Kuroda, D. Shildkneht TABLE IVThe angular distribution ofW -pair prodution at the energyps = 2Ebeam = 1 TeVin units of pb. The �rst olumn shows the Born ross setion for e+e� !W+W�.The seond olumn shows the results of treating W prodution and deay in Bornapproximation and integrating the Breit�Wigner distribution over the restritedinterval (20). The third and the fourth olumn are obtained by using the one-loop amplitudes for prodution and deay, again, integrating the Breit�Wignerdistribution over the restrited interval (20). A soft-photon ut �E=E = 0:01 isused for the one-loop results. The HEBFA is used for the third olumn and thefull one-loop amplitudes are used for the fourth olumn. The last olumn gives theresults for the relative deviation, �, from (22).e+e� !W+W� e+e� !W+(u �d)W�(�s) e+e� !W+(u �d)W�(�s) + Born Born one-loopos � HEBFA exat �(%)0.95 5:981� 100 5:827� 10�1 2:900 � 10�1 2:878 � 10�1 0.760.9 2:785� 100 2:713� 10�1 1:211 � 10�1 1:208 � 10�1 0.240.8 1:207� 100 1; 176� 10�1 4:557 � 10�2 4:557 � 10�2 0.000.7 7:003� 10�1 6; 826� 10�2 2:383 � 10�2 2:385 � 10�2 -0.050.6 4:597� 10�1 4:483� 10�2 1:437 � 10�2 1:438 � 10�2 -0.020.5 3:246� 10�1 3:165� 10�2 9:429 � 10�3 9:435 � 10�2 -0.060.4 2:414� 10�1 2:352� 10�2 6:570 � 10�3 6:576 � 10�3 -0.100.3 1:869� 10�1 1:821� 10�2 4:798 � 10�3 4:808 � 10�3 -0.200.2 1:497� 10�1 1:458� 10�2 3:645 � 10�3 3:651 � 10�3 -0.170.1 1:234� 10�1 1:201� 10�2 2:855 � 10�3 2:861 � 10�3 -0.220.0 1:041� 10�1 1:013� 10�2 2:292 � 10�3 2:297 � 10�3 -0.23-0.1 8:941� 10�2 8:695� 10�3 1:872 � 10�3 1:876 � 10�3 -0.22-0.2 7:766� 10�2 7:551� 10�3 1:542 � 10�3 1:544 � 10�3 -0.16-0.3 6:773� 10�2 6:586� 10�3 1:268 � 10�3 1:269 � 10�3 -0.05-0.4 5:883� 10�2 5:721� 10�3 1:031 � 10�3 1:030 � 10�3 0.06-0.5 5:036� 10�2 4:897� 10�3 8:174 � 10�4 8:148 � 10�4 0.31-0.6 4:188� 10�2 4:073� 10�3 6:202 � 10�4 6:155 � 10�4 0.77-0.7 3:305� 10�2 3:214� 10�3 4:364 � 10�4 4:291 � 10�4 1.70-0.8 2:360� 10�2 2:295� 10�3 2:680 � 10�4 2:573 � 10�4 4.14-0.9 1:333� 10�2 1:296� 10�3 1:215 � 10�4 1:074 � 10�4 13.19With anonial values for the input parameters, MZ = 91:187GeV;MW = 80:22GeV;MH = 200 GeV, the results in Tables IV to VI wereobtained.Table IV demonstrates that indeed at ps = 1 TeV, the deviation� = d�d os#(HEBFA) � d�d os #(exat)d�d os#(exat) < 0:5% (22)is less than 0.5 %, exept for very forward and very bakward produtionangles #. Finally, Table V and Table VI show the energy dependene ofthe total ross setion. Upon applying the angular ut, 100 < # < 1700,



Born-Form Approximation for e+e� !W+W� ! 4Fermions (+) 3337TABLE VThe energy dependene of the (u �d)(�s)- prodution ross setion in DPA. Theseond olumn is the Born ross setion, while the third olumn gives the one-loop ross setion inluding hard-photon radiation. The deviation, �, de�ned inanalogy to (22), quanti�es the disrepany between the HEBFA and the full one-loop results.e+e� !W+W� e+e� !W+(u �d)W�(�s) e+e� !W+(u �d)W�(�s) + Born Born one-loopEbeam HEBFA exat �(%)200 8.698 0.8467 0.8718 0.8794 -0.9300 5.091 0.4958 0.5275 0.5262 0.2400 3.384 0.3295 0.3575 0.3533 1.2500 2.433 0.2370 0.2602 0.2556 1.8600 1.844 0.1795 0.1996 0.1951 2.3700 1.452 0.1413 0.1584 0.1543 2.7800 1.177 0.1145 0.1292 0.1259 2.6900 0.9750 0.09485 0.1080 0.1044 3.41000 0.8228 0.08010 0.0915 0.0881 3.9TABLE VIAs Table V, but with a restrition on the W+W� prodution angle that is givenby 10Æ < � < 170Æ.e+e� !W+W� e+e� !W+(u �d)W�(�s) e+e� !W+(u �d)W�(�s) + Born Born one-loopEbeam HEBFA exat �(%)200 6.724 0.6561 0.6746 0.6794 -0.71300 3.042 0.2964 0.3109 0.3109 0.00400 1.695 0.1654 0.1725 0.1721 0.23500 1.077 0.1051 0.1085 0.1082 0.28600 0.7440 0.07262 0.07405 0.07383 0.30700 0.5449 0.05318 0.05349 0.05334 0.28800 0.4162 0.04063 0.04027 0.04015 0.30900 0.3284 0.03205 0.03136 0.03127 0.291000 0.2657 0.02593 0.02505 0.02498 0.28the auray of the total ross setion beomes better than 0.3 % for .m.s.energies above 500 GeV.Finally, omparing the results of taking into aount only fermion loopsand photon radiation with the results from the full one-loop alulation, one�nds [5℄ di�erenes that reah approximately 20 % at 2 TeV .m.s. energy.Auraies of future experiments of this order of magnitude will aordinglybe able to �see� the non-Abelian loop orretions displayed in (14) to (16).



3338 M. Kuroda, D. Shildkneht6. ConlusionsThe main points of this review may be summarized as follows:(i) Conerning the LEP2 energy range, the simple proedure of intro-duing the SU(2) gauge oupling gW�(M2W ) at the high-energy sale,approximated by the W -mass-shell ondition s ' M2W , and the ele-tromagneti oupling �(M2Z), allows one to inorporate most of theeletroweak virtual radiative orretions to e+e� !W+W� in a sim-ple Born formula.(ii) The detailed numerial results obtained at tree-level at high energiesshow that a ut of about �ve times theW width on fermion-pair massesenhanes prodution via W -pairs, reduing non-resonant bakgroundto below 0.2 % for e+e� ! W+(u �d)W�(�s) and below 0.4 % fore+e� ! W+(u �d)W�(e���). It is aordingly su�ient to onentrateon e+e� !W+W� ! 4fermions (i.e. the double-pole approximation)and ignore bakground ontributions, even more so, as in four-fermionprodution the main interest lies in the test of the non-Abelian gauge-boson interations of the eletroweak theory.(iii) The HEBFA is exellent for ps>�400 GeV, provided very-forward andvery-bakward prodution is exluded. It is oneptually simple, itsanalyti expressions �t on two pages, and it is pratially importantdue to a signi�ant redution in omputer time in omparison withthe full one-loop alulation.(iv) Auraies of future experiments of the order of magnitude of 10 %in the total ross setion at TeV energies allow one to isolate bosoniloop orretions.It is a pleasure to thank my Polish olleagues and friends for the orga-nization of a very suessful meeting and a pleasant stay in Ustron.REFERENCES[1℄ J. Gunion, Ata Phys. Pol. B30, (1999).[2℄ M. Jezabek, Ata Phys. Pol. B30, (1999).[3℄ K. Koªodziej, Ata Phys. Pol. B30, (1999).[4℄ M. Kuroda, I. Kuss, D. Shildkneht, Phys. Lett. B409, 405 (1997); D. Shild-kneht, in Pro. of the Joint Partile Physis Meeting, Ouranoupolis, Greee,Sept. 1997, p. 63, ed. A. Niolaidis.
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